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Welcome

Brechfa Trip – 23rd Jan 2010

To the first bi-monthly edition of the Machen Miggly
Moos newsletter, sorry Crockett just because it’s I’ve
mentioned bi doesn’t mean there’s any photos of forty
something grannies getting friendly with one another.
The main aim of this newsletter is too inform the Moos
of any rides, awards and news perhaps missed by nonattendance of a Wednesday’s night ride. Read on...

The Brechfa trip has been booked for Saturday 23
January 2010, cost is £24 per person staying in a
cottage approx 6 miles from the trail centre and less
than 1 mile from two local pubs one of which serves
food.

New Captain & Vice

The start of 2010 brings with it a new Captain Vice, a
big thank you however should be given to the outgoing
pairing of Steve Knott and Phil Howells, last year seen
the introduction of many successful events hosted by
the pair and I’m sure you all agree that they done a
tremendous job herding the Moos – however this is the
first time a captain has come outside of the village and
thankfully this has been readdressed with the new
appointments – keep it in the village! (only joking Steve
and Roger).
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Please can you pay your £24 to Johnsy ASAP as the
trip needs to be paid for ASAP.
Details on numbers and times of departure to follow
shortly.
For details on the accommodation visit
www.penygraigcottage.com

Moo Quiz Time
1. Name three Miggly Moo riders who have had a
vasectomy?
2. Whose first MTB was a Giant Coldrock?
3. Name two Miggly Moo riders who have ginger
hair?
4. Name one member of the Moos not in the clique
and also owns a cars sales company?
5. Which type of flower does Steve Knott dislike?

New Years Day Ride
Please note there will be a New Years ride to welcome
in the new Moo Year starting at 11 o’clock at the bus
station near the SPAR shop. A few cheeky ones on the
way around and a chance for all to blow away some of
the cobwebs from the previous evenings partying.

We will shortly have Machen Devils training jackets
available for those players currently without one.

Suggestions
Reminder that the monthly subs are £8, this is available
CAPTAIN & VICE

MOBILE

NUMBERS

1

Neil Williams

07775 616461

2

Jonathan Johns

07770 728737

in a variety of payment options, please see coaches for
As this is the first edition of the bi-monthly Moo, any
more details.
suggestions on future content or how it can be improved
or even the non-existence of it please make your
feelings known to the Vice
.
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